ANTIQUE WRAY
4-FOOT ACHROMATIC
Chris Lord
"WRAY, LONDON c1880"

Wray, 4-foot achromatic refractor 3.5-inch f/14 astronomical achromatic refractor on AltAz mount. 13inch finder, rack & pinion focuser with RAS drawtube, and twelve Huyghenian eyepieces with Sun & Moon
eyecaps. Mahogany tripod.

Wray 3.5-inch F14 achromatic c1880. This particular AltAz tripod mounted 3.5-inch, 48" focal length, is estimated to
have been made between 1870-1885.

WRAY 4-FOOT ACHROMATIC
William Wray was born in Whitby, Yorkshire, on the 6th. December 1829, and elected an FRAS on the 10th.
January 1862. His address at that time is given as Laurel House, North Hill, Highgate. He was a solicitor by
profession, an enthusiastic amateur astronomer and telescope maker. Wray became famous for manufacturing
high quality astronomical telescopes, and photographic lenses in the mid to late C19th. He founded his firm in
1850, operating from his home in Highgate, and from 1851, according to Gloria Clifton's Directory of British
Scientific Instrument Makers, at 3, Windmill St., Tottenham Court Rd., and 43, Havering St., Commercial Rd.
However prior to this he designed and made his own microscope objectives. His obituary notice appears in the
RAS 1886 AGM minutes. He is credited with altering achromatic doublet design from dense to light flint in the
late 1860's. The firm W. Wray merged with Aitcheson in 1908.
Based upon the signature on the rackmount flange, & the OG cell, this particular 4-foot achromatic was
probably made between 1870 & 1885. OG 3.5 inches clear aperture, 48-inches focal length.

OG cell front

OG cell signature

The objective is an air-spaced achromatic doublet, a variation of the designs that Charles Tulley made from
1799 until his demise in 1830. The front element is blown window crown with a pale green caste, caused by
iron contamination in the melt. It is free of bubbles. The rear element is Chance heavy flint, water white. Close
examination of the doublet in it's cell revealed equi-spaced tin spacers. A polariscope examination revealed no
internal strains or straie. The doublet is held in it's cell by a screw fit brass ring and has alignment marks on
the edges of the elements. The cell screws into a countercell fastened to the telescope tube. There is no
collimation adjustment.
Using a three legged Spherometer the first surface has a radius 14".916, the second surface a radius 18".056,
the third surface -15".494 & the fourth surface -50".144. The Spherometer I used has a least count (LC) value
of 1/400mm (0".0001), & repeatability of all readings, ±0.33% (±0".0002), and offset 6thou, see appendix.
Lens thicknesses taken from measured edge thicknesses and the CAD drawing, are Crown 0".368 & Flint
0".2555. The nominal air-space is 0".025. The air-space is critical to the OG's abaxial spherical aberration
correction (LA' or LSA).

scale drawing of the 3.5-inch Wray lens

e

trigonometric ray trace of the 3.5-inch Wray lens

The configuration of this Wray lens is unusual in that it has a crossed convex Crown, steeper side facing the
object and a crossed concave Flint, with an oblate ellipsoidal third surface and a shallow concave fourth
surface.
r1 = 14".916

r2 = -18.056

r3 = -15".494

r4 = -50".144

Wray's achromat- edge contact - air gap

The glass types are unknown and there are no contemporary references. By calculating the Crown and Flint
volumes and weighing them, their densities are 2.37g/cm^3 & 3.24g/cm^3, respectively.
And from their focii, Crown nD = 1.5234 Vd = 63.83 Flint nD = 1.9641 Vd = 43.19, ratio of dispersions
1.477 ≈ 2:3, f1 = 14".5 f2 = -22".1, ratio of powers 1.524 ≈ 3:2. The Crown has a very slight greenish cast,
and corresponds a Chance Bros. glass No. 22*, soda-lime-silica glass index nD = 1.5234 . The index & density
of the Flint has no modern counterpart.
The design without reworking to the third surface results in fairly good achromatism, but gross LSA. The third
surface has to be figured to an oblate ellipsoid to bring LSA within tolerance.
From my ray trace I obtained the following data:
r1 = 14".916 r2 = -18".056
r3 = -15".494
CROWN nD = 1.5234 nF = 1.5290 nC = 1.5208
FLINT nD = 1.9641 nF = 1.9793 nC = 1.9570
CROWN N-K5-F?

LA'
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D-line
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F-C
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r4 = -50.144

=-0.00062868
=-0.00213042
=-0.000061489
=-0.00429426
=-0.00439754
=-0.00424597
= 0.043724531
=-0.029894061
= 0.01383047
SECONDARY SPECTRUM
F/∆F
=-1852533.997
CORRECTION TO THIRD SURFACE (WAVELENGTHS D-line) = -6201

Wray lens - air gap
close equivalent leaded crown
unknown heavy flint*
TOL=0.067771841
TOL=0.0025

fD%=-0.0609424
fD%=-0.02819498

LA' = longitudinal spherical aberration
OSC' = offence against the sine condition (coma correction)
F-C; D-F; D-C are focal length differences assuming the image is focused at the D-line
fD% = percentage chromatic error (Rayleigh criterion = 0.05%)
By the late 1860's Wray had adopted a different doublet design using light Flint, indicating this lens may well
predate 1867 when he delivered a short address to the RAS on the matter. I have dated the telescope based on
the black Japan lacquer finish which became popular in the mid 1870's.
(MNRAS Vol. XXVII January 11, 1867, No.3, pp85-87, written 12DEC1866, from Clifton Villas, Highgate Hill. see appendix)

Wray would have probably procured his optical glass from Chance Bros. Soho works, on Spon Lane, Smethwick.
I can find no reference to early Chance glasses, and the Chance Museum in Malvern has no records either.

A coma corrected object glass has the property u1sinU'4=u'4sinU1 (following Conrady's nomenclature) where u
& u' are paraxial ray angles in radians and U & U' marginal ray angles in degrees. The prime signifies the
emergent ray, in this case from the fourth (last) surface, and the integer suffix the surface number, 1 being the
first. For a 3.5-inch doublet, 48 inches focal length, and field angle 0º.5:
D-line correction for OSC'
Wray CHANCE N0.22 CROWN unknown FLINT*
u1sinU'4 = 0.00154501
u'4sinU1 = 0.001611398146 ratio 1:1 being sufficiently close to either the Herschel condition or Abbé sine
condition, making it aplanatic.
The chromatic correction on and off axis is excellent, and coma correction is good. The circular pattern of sleeks
on the first surface have been caused by someone reassembling the lens with the Crown flipped, and then
rotating it. The sleeks do not effect the image.

ALTAZ HEAD, CRADLE, AND STEADY BAR.

The AltAz overhung head was recreated by Tom Moon an experienced antiques restorer and machinist, as was
the tube trunnion, and telescopic steady rod. The tube was originally finished in black lacquer which was
heavily scuffed, so Tom stripped it completely, repolished and etched the brass, and primed and repainted with
a black Japan lacquer made to a late C19th recipe by Martin Brown paints, Blackpool.

RACK & PINION FOCUSER & FINDER

The telescope has an variable power Pancratic eyepiece, to be used for terrestrial viewing. However an RAS
drawtube adapter was made so Victorian RAS astronomical telescope accessories could be used. The finder was
also completely restored and rewired by yours truly.

Wray Pancratic eyepiece

RAS Herschel Wedge and Sun Screen

Focuser pinion knob, and finder

DESIGN COMMENTS
This particular type of astronomical refractor, made in the aperture range 2".5 to 4".5 was very popular in the
late Victorian period because it is simple to set up and use. I did modify the tripod to bring it in line with
engravings of the time, in Wray advertisements. Tom Moon also rolled and seam soldered a brass dewshield.

Dew shield rolled and seam soldered from yellow engraver's brass, 20SWG.

APPENDIX
* The Index of Refraction of Soda-Lime-Silica Glasses as a Function of the Composition
by C.A. Faick and A. N. Finn
Bureau of Standards Journal of Research March 30, 1931, Vol.6 RP320
Table 1 p995

Extract from MNRAS Vol. XXVII, 11 January 1867 No. 3 pp85-87.

SPHEROMETER USED for SURFACE RADII MEASUREMENTS
Harvey & Peak were scientific instrument makers 1884-1909, trading at Beak St., Regent St., (1884-1891), 56
Charing Cross Rd. (1891-1909).

SPHEROMETER CALIBRATION

WRAY LENS SPHEROMETER MEASUREMENTS ERROR ANALYSIS & COMMENTS

WRAY LENS ANALYSIS MEASUREMENTS & CALCULATIONS
Spherometer measures, volume and density:-

Thick lens equation - solve for index of refraction n, and derivation of nD for Crown & Flint elements:-

WRAY TELESCOPES 1850 thru' 1900
Wray began making telescopes in 1850-51. This is a 40-inch library stand achromatic, on a pillar & claw mount
c1850.

His 1850's thru' 1860's achromatic refractors in the aperture range 2".5 thru' 4".5 were brass with a clear
lacquer finish.

The black lacquer finish known as Japanning, became vogue in from the mid 1870's.

Wray 6" F/15 achromatic c1875. Note the tripod saddle mount screws protruding from the barrel.

The engraved signature on the lens cell also changed over the 58 year period the firm was in the business of
making and selling astronomical telescopes. The 3.5-inch F/14 WRAY analysed for this article is earlier, than the
telescope OTA. I would place it c1855 because of the greenish caste to the Crown, which is indicative of limesoda glass. (As it transpired I was able to identify the glass as Chance No.22, lime-soda-silica glass, made in
the SOHO works on Spon Lane, Smethwick, Birmingham, Shropshire). The engraving on the cell is classic
William Wray. That on the c1890 Littrow OG is somewhat less elegant, note "LONDON" is in the same block
capitals font, rather than itallic. And the engraving on the c1860 Wray lens cell from a telescope made by
James (III) Lancaster, Birmingham, is a sans serif block capital.

WRAY 3" F/15 OG cell & elements - c1890 Littrow type

early WRAY 3".5 F/14 OG c1855

WRAY 4".5 F/14 OG c1860
from telescope made by James (III) Lancaster, Birmingham

William Wray died in late 1885. The only obituary published is that in the MNRAS 1886 AGM minutes.

